Local Government Boundary Review – Alton
Here are our recommendations for each of the Alton wards. The electorate figures in the first two
columns are those provided by the Local Government Boundary Commission. The proposed
average number of electors per councillor is 2,294 (with a 10% variance either way).
Ward

Amery
Ashdell
Eastbrooke
Holybourne
Westbrooke
Whitedown
Wooteys

2017
2023 electorate Electorate under suggested
electorate
(current ward boundaries (inc.
(current ward boundaries)
developments)
boundaries)
1,850
1,788
2197
1,964
1,905
2406
2,113
2,223
2129
1,549
1,581
2090
2,372
2,534
2314
2,429
3,327
2257
1,765
1,926
2355

Variance

-4.2%
+4.9%
-7.2%
-8.9%
+0.9%
-1.6%
+2.7%

In order to get the figures above, we have taken into consideration the proposed developments in
the table below. All housing figures are the developers' own, as listed in the planning applications
on EHDC's Planning website. We have made the calculations using the Boundary Commission's
estimate of 1.8 people per home.
Ward
Amery
Ashdell
Eastbrooke
Holybourne
Westbrooke
Whitedown
Wooteys

Name of
development
Will Hall Farm
South Alton
Magistrates Court
Coors Sports Ground
McCarthy & Stone
Coors Brewery
N/A
Cadnam Farm

Number of homes
180
280
54
80
30
150
0
130

Number of
electorate
324
504
97
144
54
270
0
234

Notes
Our focus was to equalise the size of the electorate in each ward, whilst also taking into
consideration the demographics of the wards. For example, the Boundary Commission’s proposal
was to include the Manor estate with Holybourne which we felt was not suitable as the residents of
Manor in no way feel any connection with Holybourne, and vice versa.
Residence maps and data on voter numbers etc are derived from Connect, the electoral database
used by the Liberal Democrats which is kept up-to-date via monthly uploads of revisions from the
electoral register.
The areas of new development have been taken from the relevant Planning applications on the
EHDC Planning Portal. This is also the source for the numbers of new dwellings/apartments.
We have also tried to keep to old boundaries (public footpaths, natural landmarks etc.) where they
existed, whilst also minimising the situation of one side of a road being in one ward and the other
being in a different ward. For some boundaries this has meant the new boundary running behind the
houses on a road so that both sides of the road are in the same ward, as many residents identify with

living on a particular road and do not like being in a different ward to their neighbours. For example
the whole of Ackender Road has been moved into Westbrooke ward from its current split between
Westbrooke and Whitedown wards. (Ackender Road Residents' Association has been asking for this
for some time.)
None of the ward names have been changed, as in all cases the road or feature which provided the
name of that ward is still within the ward. We feel that this keeps consistency and encourages
continued identification of residents with their ward.
External Boundaries
All external boundaries are unchanged from those in the original Boundary Commission proposal,
we have only adjusted the internal boundaries of the Alton Town wards to comply with the
Boundary Commission requirements on population size and ward identity.

Alton Holybourne
Population 1944
+ Miller Homes (Coors Sports Ground development) 80 homes x 1.8 = 144
= 2090.

Alton Wooteys
Population 2121
+ Cadnam Farm development = 130 homes x 1.8 = 234

=2244.

Alton Eastbrooke
Population 2069
+ Magistrates' Court development = 54 apartments x 1.8 = 97
=2166

Alton Amery
Population 1873
+ Will Hall Farm development = 180 homes x1.8 = 324
= 2197

Alton Whitedown
Population 2257

Alton Westbrooke
1984
+McCarthy and Stone development = 30 apartments x 1.8 = 54
+Cala Homes (Coors brewery redevelopment) = 150 homes x 1.8 = 270
= 2308

Alton Ashdell
Population 1902
+ South Alton development = 280 homes x 1.8 = 504
= 2408

